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My first impression of study abroad was confusing and superior, so much information 

and so much paper work, but it’s like that for everyone of course, despite which university or 

country you will be study abroad in. I did not understand how wonderful this semester and 

experience would be, even if I’ve been told it would. The help from both Zebine and Besime and 

not to forget Jess Hawkey at UIUC, was outstanding, you got an answer on all your questions 

and if they didn’t know the answer they looked it up, quickly too.  

When I arrived to UIUC, a week before school started, informed about when and how to 

move in it was of course still new to me and an unknown area, but it was easy to get information 

or people to ask. They had a lot of information meetings and welcome activities, for International 

students, Business students as I was and for all other students. You could join if you wanted or 

not, and I felt it was a good choice to arrive a week before, so I could explore my surroundings 

and take in where I was. 

I decided to live in a dorm, with meal plan included and close to Ikenberry Dining Hall 

and the ARC, I got assigned to live in Scott Hall, a hall for transfer students that I’m before I 

moved in was not so happy with. It became the best hall to live in, wonderful people, so close to 

everything and with a perfect mix of Americans, international students and range of age. It was a 

hall for both men and women, with mostly two-bed dorm rooms but you share toilet and rooms 

with women only. I wanted to live in a dorm to get the most American collage experience as 

possible, it was an experience, and mostly positive, I got lucky to have a wonderful roommate 

too, even if I filled out a form before about my sleep patterns, food preferences etcetera.  I also 

chose to have meal plans, in my case it meant to have 12 meals/week and 15 credits/week, 

meaning that I could go to every dining hall when I wanted food, 12 times in a week. The 15 

credits was a substitute for dollars, 15 credit gave you 15 dollars to buy coffee, desserts or snacks 

in different stores around the university. It suited me perfect, was convenient to find food, 

snacks, coffee whenever you wanted, even if it was American food, even if it took some time to 

get used to it, but I did. And it was not hard to get used to not have to clean, cook, work or do the 

dishes for almost half a year. 

It was big difference between university in Sweden and here at UIUC, every teacher 

could do how they wanted to teach and make exams, they could use different system to put the 



grades on, different books than other teachers having the same course and different ways to 

grade students. It was a bit confusing combined with the way they have structured the semester, 

at UIUC you read several courses at the same time and have several home works and small 

assignments during the semester with midterms and finals as usual. How your work load became 

depended on which teacher you got and this is something you couldn’t know in advance as an 

exchange student. For me it was a lot of home works and assignments but it turned out well in 

the end, I had some good teachers and got a more personal touch on my education which feels 

easier with their system. You had more of a discussion during lectures and you could get 

involved and ask at a different level as here. It was smaller classes and as mentioned before more 

personal, you got almost to know everybody in your class too.  

Finally, the social life was huge, there was activities all days and nights, for everyone, 

everywhere, even if you wanted or not, sometimes it was so many that you had to choose which 

one to attend, and more than often you wanted to join everything. There were activities if you 

were living in dorms, just being a student at UIUC, if you were a Business student as me there 

was a group called BIEN, “Business International Exchange Network”, that had events for us, 

with some talented American girls in charge. On top of that there was a four-floor gym, three 

swimming pools, you could join activity groups or clubs and if that wasn’t enough you always 

could join a sorority or fraternity.  

I had the best time of my life and met so many wonderful people, we were almost 200 

people from different countries from all around the world and we became a family. I have found 

so many new friends for the rest of my life that share my experience, something that will last 

forever.  

 

 


